T

he Haberdashers bring to the stage a whimsical blend of sirenesque harmonies
and swashbuckling pirate roars guaranteed to inspire even the most apathetic
listener to raise the black flag and toast a tankard of grog. The ragtag band
of five are far more than just well-accessorized seamen (and a seawoman), they
are an explosion of high energy folk/Americana goodness featuring show stopping
vocals, plucky banjo, the occasional mandolin lick, and a whole lot of damn-catchy
songwriting.
Lead songwriter Jaron Kucera and guitarist Erik Buerkle met and began writing
music together over ten years ago in their rural Kentucky hometown. The two
linked up with bassist Andy Mirsberger, banjoist Patrick Hornbeck and mandolinist
Emma Kate in 2014 after meeting in an Austin, TX hat shop, where they were all
currently employed. Yes, every band member is a real life, bona fide haberdasher.
Not only can they serenade your ear holes with aural pleasure, but they can custom
shape and fit your hat after the show.
In the short time The ’Dashers have been together, they’ve established themselves
as a band to watch, having played hundreds of exceptionally well-received shows
in and around Texas. Their soon to be released self-titled EP is sure to make a
splash. Beware ye who listen, you may find yourself yo-ho-hoing all the way
from Austin, Texas to Davy Jones’ locker!
“[The Haberdashers’] CD delivers the same enthusiasm and lighthearted humor
as a live performance. This CD is like having the whole band right there with you.”
—Chanel Ingram, music and pirate enthusiast
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Track Listing:

1. No Way Out
2. Love Should Be Outlawed
3. That's The Way
4. The World Remains
5. On The Line
6. The Pirate Song

Genre:

Americana/Alternative Folk/Indie
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